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From the Editor’s Desk: Well in speaking with friends I find
some are taking this imprisonment much harder than others. The
barrage of negative news and contradictory facts about safety has
some so fearful they cannot even leave their homes. Earlier this year
we had planned to meet friends at Montauk for a few days in May.
We asked about a refund and told no refunds since the Montauk
Manor is considered “essential”. So we decided to go give it a try.
Weather was great. Social atmosphere was not. Depressing to see
giant 10 foot signs in each town advising we must wear masks and
the few people outside looked like the walking dead. Thank God I
had photography as an outlet. It was a relief and a diversion to be
able to visit the Montauk light house and try for sunrise or later for
star trails. Chance meetings of like minded people salvaged the trip.
Photography is better than psychiatry.
“photoJoe” Crupi

Meetings will be via Zoom teleconferencing until further notice.
If you would like help utilizing Zoom contact a board member.

We are a 501C3 Org.
A sponsor of the PSA
Youth Showcase

Meetings: 7:30 pm, 1st, 3rd, 5th
Wednesdays at Flushing
Hospital, conference room on
5th Fl., 45 Ave & Burling St.,
Flushing. Park on street or in lot
across the street on Burling
St..FREE but Parking ticket
must be validated at the
Camera Club. Call to confirm
meeting date and time
especially in winter.
Dues: $40.00 for individuals
$60.00 per family;$20.00 for students

3rd –Best of the Best competition via Zoom
17th—nothing scheduled (but watch your email)
Be sure to check your FCC emails
for anything that may come up in
July and August since nothing is
presently scheduled.

up to 23 yrs.old.

The Flushing Camera Club (FCC) does not endorse the content on any third-party website. FCC is not responsible for the content or result of any dealings with thirdparties. Your use of third-parties or their websites is at your own risk and subject to the terms and conditions of use for such websites.
Copyright © 2019-20 Flushing Camera Club, All Rights Reserved. Any unauthorized use of images contained in this website is strictly prohibited.
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Bird Photography given by Anastasia Tomkins by Joe Macaluso
On May 20th we were treated to a Zoom teleconference meeting and presentation. There were about 40
participants, including guests from the South East Queens Camera Club, and at least one avid bird watcher.
Thanks to the hard work, organization skills, and patience of Tony Siciliano it went-off without a hitch. The
presentation on Bird Photography given by Anastasia Tomkins was interesting and informative. Her
knowledge of photography and birds was incredible.
Anastasia recognized the challenges of photographing birds, especially yard birds, which are small, quick,
and skittish. She provided some excellent shooting tips such as:
•

Be mindful of the background, it’s almost as important as the subject

•

When cropping allow enough space in the direction that the bird is looking

•

Use a thin white border, avoid thick and colored borders

•

Investigate Nik filters (now Google), they provide some great affects

•

When shooting multiple subjects, three is preferable to two

•

Remember to check your histogram for balance

•

Take your shot, check the results in your camera’s display, adjust and shoot again. This is called
“chimping”

•

Use matrix light metering

•

Use a fast shutter speed

As for equipment, her recommendations included:
•

Consider a mirrorless camera; she prefers them over the DSLR’s

•

Use a high quality tripod; she uses a Manfrotto 4588 Neo Tec Pro Photo

•

With the tripod use a gimbal for ease of movement, while maintaining stability

For post processing work she recommends Photoshop or Elements over Lightroom

Included in her presentation was a list of recommended locations for photographing birds (it will be posted
on the FCC Facebook page).
The presentation closed with a slide show of her photographs, put to music. What an amazing
photographer!
On Tuesday May 26th South East Queens Camera Club hosted a Zoom presentation by Mike DiRenzo featuring his
HDR photography trek through the desert area of the south western USA. After attending one of our presentations
SEQCC invited FCC to join in their meeting. As usual Mike did a marvelous job presenting his outstanding HDR
images on the 2 hour tour of that very photogenic area. Many thanks to SEQCC for the invitation. It was great being
there to share in the show.
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Judges - Mike DiRenzo - Dick Hunt - Tom Crosley CRE

Helen Repstad

PPG Lights 3368

19

CRE

Joe Macaluso

Bridge

20

CRE

Bernie Gellman

040920-moon-3

20

CRE

Edward X

UnderBridge

20

CRE

Bill Mclernon

Cubistic Rainy Night @ RCMH

21

CRE

Roy Woelfel

Morning Flight

21

CRE

Tony Sicilliano

Waiting At Saint Peter's Pearly (1) 21

DPA

Martin Fleischer

Green

DPA

Tom Mrwik

Blue J

21

DPA

Conrad Tinney

Rice Field

21

DPA

Tony Coppeta

Skateboarder

21

DPA

Helen Repstad

bw Bird

22

DPA

Sherre Lin

fall in blue ridge

DPA

Matsuyama Tsunemasa

Hawkweed

22

DPA

Terry Chen

Arora night

23

DPA

Lucy Pearce

My Blue Sea Holly

23

DPA

Andrew Silver

BW Moab HDR Lunar Eclipse

24

DPA

Barbara Shea

CALLA

24

DPA

Bernard Huang

pray under candle light

26

DPB

Sheila Golden

Solo Flight

19

DPB

S Jackson

Just Dropped

20

DPB

D Aliano

Arno

20

DPB

Henry Szczepanski

Urban Decay

21

DPB

Archie Reyes

Marchine Girls

21

DPB

Joe Macaluso

Goose

21

DPB

Frederick Mark

Coudy Day

21

DPB

Bill Mclernon

Fort Totten Sunset

22

DPB

R Kuhlmann

FULTONSTATION

23

DPB

Bernie Gellman

012020-moon-2

23

DPB

Tony Sicilliano

Sleepy Hollow Farm Magic

23

DPB

Edward Xu

BrooklynBridge

23

DPB

Roy Woelfel

Lunch

24

DPB

Louise Destefano

Good & Evil

24

Fantasies

20

of paradise 0542
pk

LILY

22

PFLI Leonard Victor competition is coming up shortly—watch your email for entry instructions.
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B GROUP

Joe Macaluso
Frederick Mark
Sheila Golden
David Aliono
Norman Eng
Robert Kuhlmann

18
18
10
6
8
2

29.5
19.5
11.5
9.5
7
3.5

18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
8
6
6

47.5
45.5
45.5
44.5
43
41.5
39.5
37.5
33
17.5
15
11

9
9
9
9
6
5
5
6
2
1

20.5
16.5
16
16
15.5
8
8
7
4
1

SALON GROUP

Andrew Silver
Sheree Lin
Terry Chen
Bernard Huang
Barbara Shea
Helen Repstad
Lucy Pearce
Tony Coppeta
Martin Freischer
Conrad Tinney
Tom Mrwik
Henry Szczepanski
CREATIVE

Tony Siciliano
Bill McLernon
Joe Macaluso
Roy Woelfel
Bernie Gellman
Dennis Golin
Helen Repstad
Edward Xu
Tony Coppeta
Sharon Jackson

A GROUP

Tony Siciliano
Bernie Gellman
Roy Woelfel
Bill McLernon

18
18
18
18

41
40.5
40
37

Matsuyarma
Louise DeStefano
Edward Xu
Sharon Jackson
Uris McKay
Georgina Eng
John Baratta
Archie Reyes

17
18
14
16
6
5
4
2

36.5
36
29
27
8.5
8
7.5
2.5

BLACK & WHITE

Tony Siciliano
Bill McLernon
Helen Repstad
Joe Macaluso
Andrew Silver
Tony Coppeta
Edward Xu
Roy Woelfel
Martin Fleischer
Conrad Tinney
Bernie Gellman
Tom Mrwik
Robert Kuhlmann
David Aliono

9
9
8
9
6
9
6
9
9
2
2
1
1
1

21.5
18
18
17
16
15.5
14.5
13
12
6.5
4.5
3
2
1.5

CONGRATULATIONS TO THOSE ADVANCING TO THE
NEXT HIGHER GROUP.
THOSE INinYELLOW
highlighted
yellow
=
ARE ADVANCING

'Used Tamron 150-600mm f/5-6.3 for sale Less than 6 years old, in excellent condition.
Glass is good on both ends, no fungus in lens, no cracks or blemishes. I have the receipt, the
original everything, box, packing, lens hood, front and end caps.
This is MODEL AO11N for a NIKON F-MOUNT camera body ONLY!
It has a camouflage lens covering included. Asking $800
(see link below for full spec's)
https://www.tamron-usa.com/product/lenses/a011.html?fbclid=IwAR1bhZtkUnBfJ4_wEwkQPcZOGOk5ueydhEKgFYrC1I3fW-XBMNTyJj_byg
contact Robert Kuhlmann email—traveler582@aol.com

Bill McLernon is working on our new FCC web site and wants to know of any members
who have received Leonard Victor Awards.
Email him at bmclernon3@gmail.com
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B GROUP
Arno
David,Aliono

CREATIVE
Color Lights
Roy,Woelfel

SALON GROUP
LH 8252,
Andrew,Silver

A GROUP
012020-moonBernie,Gellman

B&W
Coney Island Night
time
Bernie,Gellman
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You suggested that a TIFF image would not lose significant detail
compared to a raw capture [in Friday's Ask Tim Grey
eNewsletter]. But wouldn't the TIFF file actually have more data?
Whenever I've created a TIFF from a raw capture the file is
significantly larger.
Tim's Answer: TIFF file will generally be about three times larger
than a raw capture file because the TIFF includes full color
information for all pixels. However, even though a raw capture
does not include full color information for all pixels, that doesn't
mean the TIFF file would actually include more detail than a
processed raw capture is capable of.
Most digital cameras only record a single color value (typically either red, green, or blue) for each pixel in
the image being captured. On a typical image sensor using the Bayer pattern, for every four pixels there
would be one red value, two green values, and one blue value.
When the raw capture is processed to an actual image format, the "missing" information for each pixel
is calculated. So, for example, a green and blue pixel value would be calculated for each red pixel,
based on the surrounding pixel values. Since the raw therefore only contains one of the three primary
color values for each pixel, the file size can be thought of as being one-third of what it normally would
for a processed image.
An RGB TIFF image contains full color information for all pixels, so all other things being equal a TIFF
file would be three times larger than the raw capture it was derived from. Of course, there are other
factors that influence the actual file sizes, such as compression (lossless or lossy) that may be applied
to either file format.
Just because the TIFF file is generally about three times larger does not mean it will contain more
detail. In fact, depending on the processing and file settings applied to a TIFF image, there may be
considerably less detail in a TIFF image compared to a raw capture that is processed with optimal
settings.
The bottom line is that you can't really evaluate potential detail contained within an image purely
based on the size of the file. A variety of other factors will also impact the amount of visible detail in a
given image file.

tim@timgrey.com
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Camera Angles: Shoot High Shoot Low
The camera position from where you choose to
photograph your subject can mean the difference
between an ordinary, run of the mill image and an eye
grabbing one with impact and intrigue. To add drama to
your photos and give them a different look, shoot them
from extreme vantage points. Look down from high
camera positions or get on your belly and look up. The
more unique the angle, the greater the possibility of
creating a novel image.
Depending on the subject or lighting conditions, the elevation from which you choose to
photograph your subject will need to be adjusted accordingly. For example, portraits shot from a
low angle create awkward result as you look up nostrils. But if you make full figure pictures of
people, more drastic changes in elevation can work successfully. The shot of the of the couple
on the beach was made from an overlook along the coast of Oregon,
Subjects that are low to the ground can be given much
greater stature when shot at their level. Whenever I
photograph small animals, I always get down to their
level so I’m eyeball to eyeball with them. Psychologically,
this angle gives the viewer equal footing with the critter
rather than a feeling of superiority and dominance. As a
result, the photograph has more impact as the status of
the animal is elevated. Too many photographers set up
their tripods so their camera is at eye level.
Because this results in shooting down at the animal, it demeans its stature. Whether it’s small
animals, toddlers, flowers or any other low to the ground subject, drop down to a low position to
capture it with more impact.
To learn more about this subject, join me on one of my photo tours or safaris. Please visit
www.russburdenphotography.com to get more information.
FACEBOOK:
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Russ-Burden-Photography/138323855629?ref_type=bookmark
rburden@ecentral.com

Now that all the nominations of the slate of officers have been read and with no additions
have been elected. Your new board for the 2020-2021 season is:

President–Joe Macaluso, Vice President–Bill McLernon,
Treasurer—Joe Crupi, and Secretary—Tony Coppeta.

Stay Focused !

